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Applying Historical GIS beyond 
the Academy: Four Use Cases 

for the Great Britain HGIS
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scholars, carried out in their own research time without external fund-
ing. Most of the projects that do receive external funding are relatively 
small scale, employing a single research assistant to work alongside the 
principal investigator. However, a small minority of #78,  research proj-
ects are among the most expensive projects of any kind in the arts and 
humanities. >ey are also more expensive than most nonhistorical aca-
demic projects using 78,  technology. >is is because the la?er can use 
the vast bodies of georeferenced data describing the modern world that 
are available from national mapping agencies and through remote sens-
ing. Conversely, even where historical maps are available, the historical 
researcher needs to scan, georeference, and probably vectorize them; 
and o@en spatial data need to be constructed from textual information 
containing geographical names, not coordinates.

As a result, it is hard if not impossible to fund a major national #78, , 
one that identiAes every town and village and covers a century or more 
of change, with the kind of funding available for academic historical 
research. Total funding for the Great Britain #78,  now totals over BC.D 
million, but obtaining this funding required us to demonstrate that the 
results would beneAt an audience beyond academic history. >is chap-
ter describes how we have worked with four other groups to meet their 
needs: health researchers, archivists, government environmental agen-
cies, and companies selling advice to the property sector.

Four caveats are needed. First, the main focus is on the reasons for 
the collaboration, with details of the actual research provided mainly via 
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references. Second, be very clear that our main source of funding remains 
grants, not commercial contracts, but the kind of evidence presented 
here, showing we were delivering wider economic and social beneAts, 
has been crucial to obtaining grants. >e other beneAts of this kind of 
activity are further discussed in the conclusion. >ird, the case studies 
presented here are of course all drawn from the experience of one project, 
but that experience is quite diverse, and each case study ends with some 
more general lessons.

>e fourth and possibly the largest caveat is that the case studies here 
do not include the largest audience for our work, the users of our web-
site, A Vision of Britain through Time, as originally funded by the UK 
National Lo?ery. Courtesy of Google Analytics, we can supply impres-
sive statistics of raw volume, such as that the site was used by E,FEE,"GD 
diHerent people (“unique users”) in the year from June "IE" to May "IEC. 
However, because the site is completely open access, we know relatively 
li?le about who these people are and can only infer their motives. >e 
available usage data are further analyzed in the third of three papers on 
our rebuilding of the Great Britain #78, ,1 but the focus here is on profes-
sional audiences we have worked closely with.

J) %-K( / &' *  / 3 <  # ) / 0. '

Most national #78,  projects at least started with the goal of providing 
a framework for the analysis of historical census and vital registration 
data. >is is certainly true of both the Great Britain #78,  and the U.S. 
National Historical 78, . Both projects not only created computerized 
boundaries for the main demographic reporting units but also assembled 
large bodies of historical statistics. However, my aim here is not to re-
view the very clear contribution of #78,  to historical demography but 
to explore what more needs to be done to make it useful to nonhistorical 
demographers, especially to contemporary medical researchers, and, 
more importantly, to explain why #78,  can make a large contribution 
to modern medical research.

Twenty years or so ago, the growing number of retired people, espe-
cially those aged over eighty, produced near panic among policy mak-
ers in advanced societies because they were seen as an inevitable large 
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burden on health systems as well as pension funds. It is now recognized 
that many people have a healthy old age, requiring constant care only 
in the Anal months of life, but this has led to a new emphasis on re-
search into the factors deciding who will experience healthy old age and 
how the proportion of such people can be increased. >is has become 
linked to medical research that has demonstrated a strong relationship 
between what happens to people before they are born and in infancy and 
their health much later in life. >is research began with a classic study 
by David Barker into the relationship between a baby’s nourishment, 
as recorded by weight at birth and subsequently, and the risk of death 
from coronary heart disease.2 More recent research into the “Barker hy-
pothesis” has explored the wider impact of deprivation in infancy.3 Such 
research forms the background to major government programs such as 
Head Start in the United States and Australia and Sure Start in the UK.4

Given that such research is an urgent public priority, starting to 
gather data on babies now and reporting the results in sixty to eighty 
years will not do. >e research has to be based on recent data on health 
in old age for individuals whose experience as babies has already been 
recorded: it has to be based on historical data. >ree diHerent approaches 
have been taken in UK research.

First, George Davey Smith and his collaborators located data on 
L,!!! babies studied by Sir John Boyd-Orr in E!CM–C!, which included, 
as well as measurements of height and weight, names and addresses. 
>e same individuals were then in E!FF located in the modern National 
Health Service Central Register and asked if they were willing to take 
part in a follow-up study.5 Note that all the research described in this 
section is substantially limited by rules governing access to conAdential 
data on living people and their health, although space also does not allow 
a detailed account.

Second, David Strachan used data from the ONce of National Sta-
tistics Longitudinal Study (O,), which links together data for E percent 
of the population of England and Wales from the E!ME, E!FE, E!!E, and 
"IIE censuses plus information on events such as births, deaths, and 
cancer registrations; it covers just over half a million people at each cen-
sus.6 >at clearly tells us nothing about conditions in childhood, but 
Strachan discovered that the members of the O,  were identiAed by their 
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National Health Service identity numbers and that, if they were alive on 
CI September E!C! and did not subsequently join the armed forces, their 
P#,  number was the National Registration number they were issued 
on that date. >at number identiAed the local authority area they were 
then living in. Strachan showed that O,  members who were in the north 
of England in E!C! had worse health today, even if they were now living 
in a healthier region.7

>is is where the Great Britain #78,  Arst became involved, as Stra-
chan’s work was based on some broad assumptions about certain regions 
being deprived, not on historical data about actual localities. We as-
sembled a range of data on unemployment, social class, and overcrowded 
housing from the E!CE census and contemporary infant mortality data 
from the E!CE census and supplied it to the O,  support team, who made 
our data a permanent part of the O, . >e O,  already contained two vari-
ables measuring individual health: whether or not the individual died 
between E!FE and E!!E, and whether or not individuals reported in E!!E 
that their lives were limited by long-term illness. We then ran new analy-
ses that related these two outcome variables to both individual-level data 
on O,  members’ recent experience and the locality-level data from the 
E!CIs we had contributed.

Two factors greatly complicated this work. First, we had no direct 
access to the O, , instead supplying data to the O,  support unit and speci-
fying analyses for them to run. Second, although the basic architecture 
of local government remained constant between E!CE and E!C!, consist-
ing of county boroughs, municipal boroughs, urban districts (all urban 
units), rural districts, and London boroughs, the detailed geography 
of local government was greatly changed through a rolling program of 
county reviews: the E!CE census, which provided most of our explana-
tory variables, reported on E,FII local government districts, but this 
had been reduced to E,LM" by E!C!. Further, many of the districts that 
were not abolished were altered through boundary changes: "F! (E!.G 
percent) of the E!C! districts were new creations or had been aHected by 
boundary changes. To solve this problem, we constructed a geography 
conversion table from the E!CE and E!C! reports plus the E,FID boundary 
changes listed for the intervening period using E!CE populations rather 
than geographical areas.8 By linking this table to E!CE census data, we 
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cut the data for the E,FII E!CE districts up into ",!EG fragments and then 
reassembled them into the E,LM" E!C! units. >e table was very carefully 
cross-checked by comparing the E!CE populations of E!C! units computed 
by applying the boundary change information to the E!CE census Agures 
with the E!CE populations listed in the E!C! report. >e results showed 
that people brought up in Britain’s depressed areas in the E!CIs have sig-
niAcantly worse health today, even if they later moved to other localities.9

>e third approach works with samples of people, inevitably small, 
who have been surveyed repeatedly starting at birth. >e Arst such Brit-
ish project, the National Survey of Health and Development, covers D,CG" 
people born in March E!LG.10 Similar “birth cohorts” were started in E!DF, 
E!MI, and "III, but the P,#J  is the most relevant to aging research, as 
its members are now in their midsixties. Our work on the P,#J  has two 
distinct elements. One task was assisting in converting postal addresses 
for cohort members into geographical coordinates. >e C,CDL addresses 
from E!!! all include postal codes, and locations were easily found for 
all members. All but DI of the C,DE! addresses from the E!M" survey were 
automatically matched against a modern address list. However, of the 
L,FDG addresses from E!DI, ",GDF (DL.M percent) could not be matched 
automatically. Although the number of residential addresses today is 
vastly greater than in E!DI, the majority of houses and Qats that existed 
in E!DI still exist, so many of the nonmatches were due to detailed varia-
tions in spelling and punctuation. However, our particular focus was 
the relatively small fraction of E!DI addresses that simply no longer exist, 
because these were concentrated in areas in which the street pa?ern has 
been completely replaced by “comprehensive redevelopment.” >ese are 
inner-city areas with very poor housing conditions, whose consequences 
the project is especially interested in. Locating these addresses involved 
working with georeferenced scans of mid-twentieth century mapping at 
E:EI,DGI scale.

>e other focus of our work is including additional area-based data 
in the study. >ere are two distinct reasons for doing this. One is that 
when the P,#J  was started it was more narrowly medical than today, 
so while we know a lot about the babies’ physiology, we know li?le, for 
example, about the houses they lived in. Aggregate data from the E!DE 
census about, for example, the percentage of homes lacking their own 
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toilet can serve as a proxy for data on whether or not the cohort mem-
ber’s home had a toilet. >e other reason is that some factors, such as 
pollution, are inherently area based. For example, in an analysis of the 
determinants of individual-level infant mortality as recorded by the spe-
cial fertility survey within the E!EE census, Eilidh Garre? and colleagues 
found that children in certain types of occupationally specialized com-
munities had higher mortality rates, even when fully controlling for pa-
rental occupations: the children of teachers in mining communities were 
more likely to die in infancy than the children of teachers elsewhere.11 
Our analysis of the P,#J  has shown that growing up in areas with a high 
percentage of the population in a low social class signiAcantly impacts 
physical capacity in later life.12

Our work with the P,#J  is continuing and means we are work-
ing closely with geneticists and historians of nutrition. Directly parallel 
research may not be possible in all countries, as it depends on the exis-
tence of these major individual-level longitudinal studies. However, a 
general precondition for #78,  to contribute to medical or demographic 
research, as distinct from the history of medicine or historical demog-
raphy, is that it must construct a continuous narrative of geographical 
change coming up to the present. Most British historical demographers, 
including those using 78,-based techniques, stop in E!EE, when demo-
graphic reporting stopped using the relatively simple system of registra-
tion districts.13 Conversely, much of our work has focused on the subse-
quent system of local government districts used up to E!ML, and our data 
holdings come right up to the present. Our work on the Longitudinal 
Study was possible only because we had reconstructed the very complex 
history of changes to local government districts during the E!CIs.

R (6' 4 = ) 5  / 3 <  “P/ % )  R$ . '-( 4. 4 ) 5”

It is unlikely that any academic seeking to develop lucrative lines of con-
tract research would choose the archives sector, and few archivists would 
claim much knowledge of 78, . However, the largest single grant for the 
development of the Great Britain #78, , from the UK National Lo?ery, 
was possible only through support from the archives sector. Our Arst 
steps toward building a multinational #78,  were funded by the Euro-
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pean Union’s Framework Program G, but here again it was essential that 
our partners in the ST 8U  project included the National Archives of Es-
tonia and of Sweden; the name is a shortening of “query visualization.”14

With the obvious exception of archives with map collections, ar-
chives have very limited interest in coordinate data, but they have a large 
interest in geographical names, especially the names of administrative 
units. One consequence is that archivists are one of only two professions 
within the cultural heritage sector to systematically catalog by geogra-
phy. Archaeologists systematically catalog Ands by location but are well 
served by mainstream 78,  so@ware and will not be further discussed 
here. In a systematic survey in "II! of British archives by the Name Au-
thorities and Indexing Working Group, part of the UK Archives Discov-
ery Network (R JP), out of eighty-four archives replying, MM percent said 
they maintained some form of place-name index, and most maintained 
one covering individual Ales or documents, not just broad collections.15

Unlike libraries, archives hold unpublished documents, generally 
created by organizations rather than identiAable individuals. >e single 
most important catalog information for an archival document is there-
fore the identity of the organization that created it. National archives are 
primarily concerned with the records of national governments and their 
interactions with other nations. In the UK at least, the best-organized 
system of archives is the network of local record oNces. Local govern-
ment bodies are required by law to maintain an archive containing, as a 
minimum, their own most important records, and one of the functions 
of the UK’s National Archives is to inspect these local record oNces, 
which, generally speaking, exist for counties and for the largest cities, 
other districts depositing their records with the relevant county oNce.16

In other words, archives catalog their records by the organizations, 
or “corporate bodies,” that created them; but the most important cor-
porate bodies they are concerned with are national and local govern-
ments, which are deAned by and usually named a@er the geographical 
areas they govern. Further, in most countries and certainly in Estonia 
and Sweden as well as the UK, much the largest group of archive users 
are not academic historians or government oNcials but ordinary people 
researching the history of their families. As well as being the most nu-
merous group of users, family historians are economically important to 
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archives because they are willing to pay signiAcant sums for facsimiles of 
archival documents concerning their families, such as birth certiAcates 
and wills. >ese documents were generally created by historical admin-
istrative units such as parishes and registration districts, and amateur 
researchers may have large problems identifying which administrative 
area contained their ancestor’s place of residence; in other words, they 
need to identify the polygon containing a known point. One key recent 
development is that an increasing proportion of archival documents, 
especially those of interest to family historians, have been digitized and 
are available for purchase online, so researchers do not need to visit the 
places their ancestors lived in, but they still need to And documents 
organized geographically.

Traditional archive catalogs, like traditional library catalogs, are 
held on Aling cards arranged alphabetically. Computerizing these cata-
logs has usually meant transferring the text from each card to a database 
record. In this context, creating a “geographical catalog” means associat-
ing one geographical name with each record. One problem is deciding 
which name to use, for example, the name of a house, the name of the 
street it was in, or the name of the se?lement. English local record oNces 
have tried to standardize these records by using the name of the parish. 
>e second problem is deciding the exact form of the name, which may 
have large consequences for arranging the cards in alphabetical order, 
for example, “Great Barford,” “Barford, Great,” or “Barford Magna”? 
Should the saint’s dedication of the parish be included and, if so, where: 
“Barford St. Margaret” or “St. Margaret Barford”? “Great Barford” is 
fairly clearly a diHerent parish from “Li?le Barford,” but is it the same 
as “Barford St. Margaret”?

“Name authorities” are lists that deAne which form of a name should 
appear in a catalog. Where the catalog is computerized, name authorities 
deAne a “controlled vocabulary,” meaning the set of character strings 
that can appear in a given database column. Although a name author-
ity can be a simple list, a be?er name authority will include “alternate 
names” and identify for each which “preferred name” should be used 
instead. In Wales or Estonia we also need to identify the languages 
names are in. A name authority of the parishes of England will also 
need to deal with the many parish names that correctly refer to more 
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than one parish, names such as “Newton” and “Aston.” >e usual way 
to disambiguate such cases is to identify higher-level units – most obvi-
ously counties – that contain the parish. A reference work that includes 
preferred and alternate versions of terms and places them in a hierarchy 
is a thesaurus.

By now, anyone with a 78, background will be wondering what the 
diHerence is between a name authority and a gaze?eer, and anyway, 
why not use coordinates rather than names, removing all problems of 
locational ambiguity? Only three out of sixty-two archives in the RJP 
survey included a coordinate in their indexing of places. >ere are three 
problems with coordinates. First, archival documents rarely contain 
them, so even if we are going to store coordinates in the catalog, we still 
need a reference resource that translates the names in the documents to 
coordinates. Second, no human being could search a card catalog con-
taining coordinates, and the oH-the-shelf records management packages 
used by most archives, like Calm and Adlib, are modeled on card cata-
logs and completely lack spatial functionality. No 78, so@ware in exis-
tence provides the broader document management capabilities that ar-
chives require. >ird, while one aim clearly has to be to raise awareness 
of spatial functionality among archivists and their so@ware suppliers, 
there are real performance problems with adding spatial functionality 
to heavily used online systems, while name-based searching is computa-
tionally very eNcient. Conversely, it is impossible to build a digital name 
authority on top of packaged 78, so@ware, as there is no mechanism 
for holding multiple names or labels for each entity. While card indexes  
may be going out of fashion, most people looking for place-speciAc 
information type place-names into Google, and basing our website A 
Vis ion of Britain through Time around an ontology-based architecture 
rather than a conventional 78, has consequently led to much higher 
usage.17

Obviously, a gaze?eer can be a name authority, especially if it in-
cludes variant forms as cross-references to a main entry; several Brit-
ish local record oNces use Bartholomew’s Gaze!eer of the British Isles 
as their main name authority for place-names. However, when the UK 
National Council on Archives (PVR) published its Rules for the Con-
struction of Personal, Place and Corporate Names in E!!M, it prioritized 
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a set of books listing administrative areas: Frederick Youngs’s Guide to 
the Local Administrative Units of England (E!M! and E!!E), Melville Rich-
ards’s Welsh Administrative and Territorial Units (E!G!), and the General 
Register ONce’s Index of Sco!ish Place Names "om #$%# Census (E!MD).18 
One oddity revealed by the R JP  survey is that of the A@y-two archives 
that responded to the relevant question, thirty-two said they were fol-
lowing the PVR  rules on place-name indexing rather than an in-house 
standard, but the two commonest authorities cited were Bartholomew’s 
Gaze!eer of the British Isles and the Ge?y Information Institute’s &esau-
rus of Geographical Names, both of which cover “places” rather than the 
administrative units emphasized by the PVR  rules.

Although our national lo?ery funding required us to create a pub-
lic website with wider popular appeal, a central deliverable was a com-
puterized replacement for the authorities identiAed by the PVR . >is 
clearly could not be achieved by modifying our existing Arc78,  system. 
First, Arc78,  could not hold a mass of variant names for each entity plus 
additional a?ributes for each name. Second and more fundamentally, 
much the largest of the authorities identiAed by the PVR  was Youngs’s 
Local Administrative Units, and this contains no maps or coordinates. We 
clearly lacked the time to research boundaries for all the units Youngs 
lists. Conversely, Youngs provides a mass of textual information on rela-
tionships, especially on hierarchical relationships: district A is in county 
B and contains parishes C, D, and so on. We had therefore to develop 
an architecture in which hierarchical relationships were required but 
boundary polygons were a highly desirable extra and in which entities 
could have any number of names.19

Figure L.E uses the parish of Carisbrooke on the Isle of  Wight to il-
lustrate the resulting architecture, in particular, the organization of the 
system around hierarchical relationships. While this structure could be 
implemented in any relational database, we actually implemented it in an 
object-relational database, originally Oracle and now Postgres. We could 
then use the object extensions to hold the boundary polygons from the 
original system as unit a?ributes. Because the core of this system is a 
set of entities rather than a set of terms, and because it holds more than 
one kind of relationship, it is not just a thesaurus but an ontology. Our 
current production system deAnes M!,"GG units, E"!,G!D names for those 
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!.". >e parish of Carisbrooke, Isle of Wight, and its “IsPartOf ” relationships. >e units 
below Carisbrooke are mostly manors, added from the UK National Archives’ Manorial 
Documents Register, but they include the chapelries of St. Nicholas in the Castle and 
Newport. By the nineteenth century the market town of Newport was more important 
than the fortiAed village of Carisbrooke, so Carisbrooke came under the Urban Sanitary 
District of Newport, the Municipal Borough of Newport, and so on. All these units were 
within the Ancient County of Hampshire, but not the later Administrative County of 
Hampshire as the Isle of Wight was a separate Administrative County. Visualization 
created by Vojtech Kupca of the University of Umeå.
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units, and "DE,"GI relationships between these units. It includes FC,MIG 
boundary polygons, but only LI,G"G units have associated polygons: 
units have multiple polygons because of boundary changes.

While Agure L.E shows something very diHerent from a traditional 
78, , the system can do far more for units that have associated polygons. 
Figure L." shows the interface developed for our data structure by the 
ST 8U  project, which allows nonexpert users to identify historical units 

!.#. >e ST 8U  User Interface presenting information about the city of Tartu, the home 
of the Estonian National Archives, and the administrative units that covered it at dif-
ferent dates. Just as with Carisbrooke in Agure L.E there has been a complex sequence of 
historical units. >e earliest unit listed here, Luunja, covered Tartu from EDIC to EFGG. 
>is interface was created by teams at AS Regio (Estonia) and the University of Umeå, 
accessing a data structure created by the 7W#  78,  team.
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of interest via a point-in-polygon query. >e ST 8U  system then provides 
access to archival documents from the selected unit.

What is relevant here is that this system should not be seen simply 
as a response to the specialized needs of archivists. It provides a bet-
ter foundation for a popular online resource for local history than any 
mainstream 78, . Even more importantly, it arguably provides a be?er 
way forward than a conventional 78,  in organizing large bodies of de-
mographic data for historical research. Ultimately, archivists, family his-
torians, and historical demographers share a strong interest in historical 
censuses and vital registration data and the geographical units used for 
reporting them. In England that primarily means parishes and registra-
tion districts, and it is not a coincidence that the main units of interest 
to the National Council on Archives had already been mapped by the 
Great Britain #78,  with funding from research bodies. Similarly, the 
ST 8U  project was led by Sweden’s Umeå University and drew on work 
by its Demographic Database.

However, working with archivists or the heritage sector more gen-
erally does mean basing your work around genuinely open standards 
for data and metadata. Digitization funding programs come with strict 
rules on standards compliance, and it is possible to avoid following wide-
spread standards that provide inadequate support for geography, such 
as Dublin Core and Encoded Archival Context, only by knowing about 
and implementing more appropriate alternatives, notably the work of the 
Open Geospatial Consortium.20 Claiming that Arc78,  ShapeAles are a 
“de facto industry standard” will not do.

Lastly, while this section has discussed working with archivists, with 
family historians sometimes the ultimate beneAciaries, the underlying 
aim of this work is to make the world’s archives searchable by geography. 
>is would be of immense beneAt to academic historians and especially 
historical geographers.

X 3 = 4 (-3 % ) 3 ./ 0  2 / 3/K) % ) 3 .

One regre?able oddity is that although many environmental historians 
now make signiAcant use of 78,  technology, this work has developed 
separately from #78, . One reason is that environmental historians have 
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focused on raster data, while #78, , so deAned, has focused mainly on 
vector data and on tools like Arc78,  and MapInfo. However, some of the 
largest technical challenges in #78,  concern the adaptation of image-
processing technology developed for the analysis of aerial and satellite 
photographs to the automated analysis of historical maps.

We became involved in this area through work on historical land uti-
lization survey maps, developed in collaboration with and partly funded 
by the UK’s Department of the Environment, Farming and Rural AHairs 
(JXY+ R) and two of its executive agencies, the Environment Agency 
and Natural England. One interesting aspect of this work is the diHer-
ences in goals and perspectives between even these very closely related 
bodies.

First, JXY+ R’s Agricultural Change and Environment Observatory 
was established to monitor and, where possible, anticipate changes in 
agriculture, particularly those changes arising from the "IIC Common 
Agricultural Policy reforms, and to assess the environmental implica-
tions of these reforms. JXY+ R’s main focus is on strategic trends rather 
than managing particular local environments. One issue is how changes 
in the structure of farm businesses aHect farming practices and so alter 
the landscape.

Second, the Environment Agency is concerned primarily with riv-
ers, Qooding, and pollution and is consequently focused on the man-
agement of river basins. It has primary responsibility for implementing 
the European Union’s Water Quality Directive. One aspect of this is 
reducing the amounts of nitrates in “nitrate-vulnerable zones,” which 
currently cover "I percent of England. Given that reducing fertilizer use 
may make arable farming nonviable, identifying which areas and addi-
tional farms were traditionally pastoral and converted to arable during 
or a@er World War II is one way of targeting action.

>ird, Natural England exists “to ensure sustainable stewardship of 
the land and sea so that people and nature can thrive. It is our respon-
sibility to see that England’s rich natural environment can adapt and 
survive intact for future generations to enjoy.”21 One aspect of this is the 
Environmental Stewardship scheme, funded by the European Union 
as part of the Common Agricultural Policy, Pillar ". UK funding under 
this policy for "IIM–"IEC was ZL.D billion. “Place based evidence of long 
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term change will greatly aid in our interpretation of the evidence arising 
from landscape monitoring programmes such as Countryside Quality 
Counts.”22 One way this can happen is through be?er understanding of 
the landscapes associated with “low input farming,” which we are maybe 
moving back toward.

All of these agencies therefore have an interest in past land use, 
especially agricultural land use. To some extent, any conventional top-
ographic map provides information on the uses people make of the 
land they live on: maps usually identify buildings and transport routes. 
However, large areas of topographic maps are simply empty or identi-
Aed only as Aelds. In recent years, we know considerably more from 
satellite imagery, especially “false color” images showing nonvisible 
wavelengths. Some information for historical periods can be derived 
from sources such as tithe maps, but these were not created for all areas, 
and not all survive. For Britain, the Arst systematic national survey of 
land use was the Land Utilisation Survey of Great Britain, directed in 
the E!CIs by Professor Sir L. Dudley Stamp of the London School of 
Economics (O,X), working in collaboration with the Geographical As-
sociation and county education commi?ees and through them with the 
country’s schools.

Participating schools were supplied with instructions and with six-
inches-to-one-mile maps of their locality. Pupils, supervised by their 
teachers, went out into the countryside and recorded land use by mark-
ing each plot on the maps with a code le?er, as shown in Agure L.C. >ese 
Aeld survey maps were returned to Stamp’s team and used to prepare 
one-inch-to-one-mile maps for publication. Stamp paid the Ordnance 
Survey for the use of the printing plates for the black layer of the then-
current Popular Edition maps – eHectively a 78, coverage – and then 
overprinted land-use information as a series of diHerent colors, includ-
ing brown for arable, green for pasture, yellow for rough grazing, and 
red for “agriculturally unproductive,” which covers both dense urban 
areas and industrial sites. Although the bulk of the survey was carried 
out quite quickly between E!CE and E!CL, funding publication of the 
maps proved much harder, even with government support once Stamp 
became chief advisor to the Ministry of Agriculture in E!L". A total of 
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!.$. Sample Aeld survey sheet from the Land Utilisation Survey of Great Britain,  
showing part of Newick, Sussex. >ese six-inches-to-one-mile (E:EI,DGI) Ordnance 
Survey maps were issued by the Land Utilisation Survey to schools and then by  
the schools to individual pupils, who hand-annotated them to record land use:  
a very simple set of polygons and a?ributes. >ey were then returned to the  
Survey and although some have been lost, the London School of Economics  
Archives hold a large collection. Reproduced by kind permission of  
Audrey N. Clark and Giles Clark.
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EGM maps were published between E!CC and E!L! using nine diHerent 
printers, with consequent variations in the inks used. A further DG maps 
showing upland Scotland were very carefully colored using watercolor 
paints and deposited with the Royal Geographical Society library in 
London.

Our Arst problem was establishing who owned copyright in the 
maps. >e Ordnance Survey base maps had clearly been in Crown Copy-
right, but this lasts for only A@y years. An initial assumption was that the 
O,X  owned some rights, but in E!CG it made Stamp sign an agreement 
taking full personal responsibility for the O[,7W . He was a very suc-
cessful author of geography textbooks, so his personal resources were 
signiAcant, and he established and owned a company, Geographical 
Publications Ltd., that published the maps. It is absolutely clear that 
Stamp was the principal author of the maps, and copyright therefore 
runs for seventy years from his death in E!GG. He le@ the company to a 
member of his team, with whom we have established contact. She and 
her son have been enormously supportive of our work.

A second problem was assembling and scanning a complete set of 
good quality copies of the maps: our university had some, the Environ-
ment Agency bought a signiAcant number from a dealer, and the O,X was 
able to sell us some mint-condition maps from unsold stock. However, 
the most important sources were other university map libraries, which 
freely lent us maps from their collections for scanning. Similarly, we 
were eventually able to include the unpublished maps of upland Scot-
land at minimal cost: a commercial republisher of historical maps was 
scanning a large number of other maps at the Royal Geographical So-
ciety and did the O[,7W maps for us, while the +7, also imposed no 
charge.

Once all the maps had been scanned by ourselves or our partners, 
georeferencing and the construction of a seamless mosaic were time-
consuming but straightforward. >e only real complication was that the 
georeferencing had to be done without using modern Ordnance Survey 
copyright data, as otherwise the OS would have been able to claim rights 
in the Anal product. However, our collection already included a digital 
version of the late E!LIs New Popular Edition of one-inch maps, which 
was the Arst edition to include the modern National Grid, making it 
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trivially easy to georeference. We georeferenced the O[,7W  map scans 
by overlaying them on the relevant New Popular scans.

>e large remaining problem is the systematic extraction of vector 
features from the georeferenced images, and this work is continuing. 
One way of doing this would be to manually construct polygons by 
tracing around each color zone on each map, but this would be very 
time-consuming and expensive, costing upward of Z"II,III. >e alter-
native approach is to use image-processing so@ware, in our case Erdas 
Imagine, to automatically identify areas of similar colors. However, a 
number of problems with the maps complicate this: their complicated 
publishing history means that the original inks used to indicate a par-
ticular land use vary between map sheets, which means each sheet must 
be manually calibrated separately; the place-names and other informa-
tion from the black base layer confuse the so@ware; and a large problem 
especially in upland areas is that the reddish brown used for contour 
lines is indistinguishable from the red used for “agriculturally unpro-
ductive.” Although solutions have been found for these problems, all 
require additional manual input, and, to date, three separate technical 
studies have been funded by the Environment Agency to try to And the 
best way forward.23

However, our archival research has identiAed another way forward, 
although it does not meet the speciAc needs of the Environment Agency. 
We located the original color separations used to prepare printing plates 
for the southern national summary sheet, as shown in Agure L.L, and 
covering most of England and Wales and about twenty of the one-inch 
sheets published by the Stamp survey. As each separation deAnes just 
one of the color layers, they are far more easily and accurately vectorized. 
Our current research, following our own agenda with funding from the 
Frederick Soddy Trust, is constructing vector versions of this national 
summary sheet plus the detailed surveys of Birmingham and Dartmoor, 
enabling detailed studies of change on the urban and moorland fringes. 
“Modern” land use is recorded via the Land Cover "III digital mapping 
created from satellite data by the Centre for Environment and Hydrol-
ogy. One challenge is distinguishing diHerences due to historical change 
from diHerences due to the very diHerent survey methods, but we also 
have access to a detailed survey of the Brighton area made in E!!G–!M 
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by the Land Use UK project using the same methods as the O[,7W  but 
at a very similar date to the Land Cover data.24

If one conclusion is the need for #78,  to explore the potential of 
raster-based 78,  techniques, another is the need to balance contract 
research with our own agenda. Our work on long-run land-use change, 

!.!. Land Utilisation Survey of Great Britain National Summary Sheet (South): 
color separation for the green (pasture) layer. >e survey team in London collated the 
information from the Aeld survey sheets to create a set of maps at a scale of one inch to 
one mile (E:GC,CGI). >ey then further condensed the information to create two national 
summary sheets at a scale of ten miles to one inch (E:G"D,III). >e published maps are 
diNcult to process due to the mix of colors and overprinted names and topographical 
features. Color separations such as this were created as a stage in the printing process 
and contain just one of the color layers, making image processing much simpler. Most 
separations were destroyed, but about EI percent of the separations were preserved by a 
member of the Survey’s staH and passed to the London School of Economics Archives 
by a relative. Reproduced by kind permission of Audrey N. Clark and Giles Clark.
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which also includes analysis of farm census data, would have been im-
possible without the support of JXY+ R  and its agencies; but it would also 
have been impossible without the goodwill of numerous map librarians, 
of the O[,7W  copyright holder, and of the Frederick Soddy Trust, all 
gained through our commitment to creating a public resource.

\(-&)(. *  ,)(= 46) 5

“Old maps” are of course essential to deAning property boundaries and 
to understanding the past history of properties, and academic historical 
geographers have sometimes acted as consultants in legal disputes.25 
However, individual disputes are unlikely to justify construction of a 
78, , and the two examples discussed here use specialized #78,  to drive 
websites that serve mass markets – not lawyers involved in disputes, but 
lawyers handling routine property transactions. Anyone purchasing a 
property, whether a large industrial site or an ordinary house, needs 
information on associated liabilities. Some information needs will be 
obvious, such as council or property taxes. Others will relate to the site’s 
past history and be far less obvious.

First, the Landmark Information Group is a commercial partner 
of the Ordnance Survey and has created what is essentially a very large 
78,  built primarily from nearly a million historical maps at six inches to 
one mile (E:EI,DGI) and more detailed scales for Britain between ca. EFLF 
and ca. E!!D.26 By contrast, the largest noncommercial historical maps 
database is that constructed by the US Geological Survey’s Historical 
Quadrangle Scanning Project, covering approximately "II,III maps.27 
Landmark’s database forms the basis for a number of distinct products 
sold online. >ese include the old-maps.co.uk website, which straightfor-
wardly sells reproductions of historic maps to the general public. How-
ever, this is a sideline compared to Envirocheck:

>e Envirocheck Historical Data Report identiAes historical land use, such as: 
potentially contaminative industrial uses; potentially inAlled land; historical 
tanks and energy facilities; data captured from Landmark’s unique set of 
historical building plans such as potentially contaminative features from 
historical building plans, which includes asbestos and areas cleared due to 
enemy action (bomb damage); list of the historical building plans analyzed for 
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your selected area. >is report comprises of an AL datasheet, an AC map sheet 
at E:EI,III scale and up to EG map sheets at E:",DII scale. A separate report is 
produced for each site slice.28

>e second example directly involves the Great Britain #78,  and 
has been a signiAcant source of income to cover the running costs of our 
website, A Vision of Britain through Time. Under a series of laws, start-
ing with the Tithe Commutation Act of EFCG, owners of “rectorial land” 
in England and Wales are liable for the cost of repairs to the chancels of 
parish churches.29 In recent years, a small number of property owners 
have found themselves suddenly liable for very substantial sums, the 
largest ever claim being ZEFG,!G!. Establishing exactly which properties 
are liable is very time-consuming, but only properties located within cer-
tain “tithe districts,” as deAned in EFCG, are potentially liable, amounting 
to about CD percent of all parishes.30 >ose property owners form a fairly 
lucrative market for specialized insurance.

Curiously, the Great Britain #78,  project has been involved in the 
supply of two quite diHerent maps of nineteenth-century parishes to two 
diHerent companies, both serving this market. First, research by Roger 
Kain and Richard Oliver of Exeter University was based mainly on local 
surveys from late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century enclosure 
and tithe maps – these maps are from the right period but unavoidably 
leave some parts of the country uncovered. >e Exeter project created 
a “digital map” that in fact consisted of a series of separate Adobe Acro-
bat Ales, one for each New Popular Edition one-inch map, consisting of 
vector boundary lines drawn on top of scans of the one-inch maps. >e 
Great Britain #78,  created a true 78,  from these by converting the vec-
tor data to Arc78, , constructing a true polygon topology, georeferencing 
the data, and assembling the data from all the maps into a single national 
coverage.31 >ese data have been licensed to Conveyancing Liability 
Solutions Ltd.32

Our own research used a diHerent methodology, starting by digitiz-
ing the civil parish system as it existed in the late E!IIs using compre-
hensive and unproblematic Ordnance Survey maps. We then assembled 
all the textual descriptions of parish boundary changes in published 
census reports, including the very extensive changes resulting from the 
Divided Parishes Acts of EFMG and EFF", as listed by the EF!E census. 
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Unraveling these changes to map the pre-EFMG parish geography then 
involved a project member spending two years in the National Archives 
using a range of cartographic sources.33 >e resulting vector boundaries, 
with some further enhancements, have been licensed to Pinpoint Chan-
cel Search Ltd.34 Creating a commercial product involved our linking 
the boundaries to a digitized version of another source in the National 
Archives, the Record of Ascertainments (class 8+ EIL), which identiAes 
the actual liabilities. >is linkage involved extensive use of our histori-
cal gaze?eers.

Chancel repair liability is Anancially important to the Great Britain 
#78,  but is obviously a somewhat special case, especially as a@er "IEC 
the liability exists only if it forms part of the registered title. >e market 
for liability searches is presumably disappearing; fortunately, advertis-
ing income from our website is now suNcient to cover its running costs. 
However, the system built by Landmark Information clearly dwarfs any-
thing built by an academic #78,  project. >e challenge is to unlock the 
analytic potential such systems clearly contain. While the government 
agencies discussed in the previous section actively supported our pub-
lishing the raster O[,7W  data, licensing data to commercial companies 
obviously stops it being made available to everyone and has arguably in-
hibited academic use. Issues of “commercial conAdence” have certainly 
inhibited the account given here, so, for example, nothing has been said 
about the two occasions when we needed to formally respond to hints 
of possible legal action against us.

V-360$54-35

>is chapter has shown both how 78,  techniques can be applied to a 
range of broadly historical challenges outside the accepted realm of 
#78,  and how our approach has had to adapt to meet the needs of work-
ers in other Aelds. One general comment is that although many of our 
collaborators have had limited actual knowledge of the practicalities of 
78, , there is a high level of general awareness of 78,  and enthusiasm for 
its potential.

One Anal large question needs to be answered: Why bother with 
the kinds of activities described here? One obvious answer is to make 
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money, and this is of course why commercial companies such as Land-
mark Information have become involved in #78, . However, this has 
clearly not been the main justiAcation for the Great Britain #78,: our 
main source of funding remains, by far, grants, not contract work or 
other commercial earnings.

First, the construction of a national #78,  is one of the most ex-
pensive possible pieces of academic infrastructure construction in the 
humanities and social sciences. It is almost impossible to justify the 
cost, even to grant-giving bodies, if the only beneAt will be to academic 
historians. Note that the other beneAciaries may still be academic re-
searchers, as with the Great Britain #78, ’s collaborations with medical 
researchers. However, this need to demonstrate a wider public beneAt is 
particularly strong when the funding source is a digitization program. 
>at said, we would always emphasize that while the Vision of Britain 
web interface is of limited use to 78,  researchers, it clearly serves a large 
audience of academic historians researching particular localities.

Second, although our nongrant income is a small percentage of the 
total, it can be spent more Qexibly and for purposes for which grants are 
not available. Expenditure from grants is always carefully monitored. 
Many grant-giving bodies pay only in arrears, based on evidence of ac-
tual expenditure. It is therefore impossible to build up any reserves and 
consequently to retain staH during the almost inevitable periods when 
grant applications go badly. Conversely, a major reason why the Great 
Britain #78,  has been able to keep staH over long periods despite lack-
ing any core funding is reserves built up from contract work, although 
universities of course vary in how far such money is available to the re-
searchers who brought it in. Another factor in sustaining staH has been 
developing relationships with small charitable trusts, whose grants have 
also been a small percentage of the total but very important in hard 
times. “Commercial” earnings are also necessary to sustain the Vision 
of Britain website, as there are no sources of grant funding for this kind 
of ongoing cost.

>ird, an increasing factor in the UK is the research assessment 
framework managed by the higher education funding councils. Up to 
now, this has been based almost entirely on academic peer review and 
consequently has emphasized traditional publications, especially in peer-
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reviewed journals. However, under the new Research Excellence Frame-
work, which has replaced the Research Assessment Exercise, "I percent 
of funding will be allocated based on “economic and social impact”; the 
work of the Great Britain #78, described here very clearly does provide 
just such a wider economic and social beneAt.35

However, writing more personally, I would argue that the strongest 
reason for an #78,  researcher becoming involved in these wider areas 
is simply that it is more interesting and fulAlling to work with many 
distinct communities, learning about their diHerent perspectives and 
Anding common ground. As it happens, these particular words are be-
ing wri?en on a train to Scotland for a HALCyon meeting at the Royal 
College of Physicians in Edinburgh, two days a@er a day spent with envi-
ronmental oNcials and commercial 78,  consultants focused on land-use 
change; but our contribution is always about working with historical 
sources using 78,  tools. >is is vastly more fun than trying to convince 
cultural historians and cultural geographers of the “academic value” of 
our work, even if one does not care about delivering “economic and 
social beneAts” to the wider society we live in. I do care, a great deal.
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30. h?p://www.clsl.co.uk/content 
management/Page.
aspx?PageID="DL&b"cmode=False.

31. >e original Kain and Oliver data 
are held by the UK Data Archive as ,P 
LCLF: “Historic Parishes of England and 
Wales: An Electronic Map of Boundaries 
before EFDI with a Gaze?eer and Meta-
data.” >e 78,  constructed by the Great 
Britain #78,  is similarly held as SN LF"F: 
“78,  of the Ancient Parishes of England 
and Wales, EDII–EFDI.”

32. Conveyancing Liability Solutions 
Ltd., h?p://www.clsl.co.uk.

33. I. N. Gregory, C. Benne?, V. L. 
Gilham, and H. R. Southall, “>e Great 
Britain Historical 78,: From Maps to 
Changing Human Geography,” Carto-
graphic Journal C! ("II"): CM–L!.

34. PinPoint Chancel, h?p://www 
.pinpointchancel.co.uk.
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